
Youth Voting: Why It's Important to Start in K-12 

Please let us know who you are in the chat! 
Where are you from, what’s your role, and what’s your first elections-related memory?
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A national, nonpartisan 
research center founded 
in 2001 and focused on 
young people in the 
United States, especially 
those who are 
marginalized or 
disadvantaged in 
political life. 

CIRCLE’s scholarly 
research informs policy 
and practice for healthier 
youth development and a 
better democracy.

Amplify 
Innovative 
Practices

Research 
and 

Analysis



What We Do



Quick Chat: What do you hope 

to get out of this session?



Objectives

By the end of this session, you will have:

● Considered data to help support you in prioritizing 

teaching about elections and voting this fall

● Reviewed recommendations and TFDA resources for 

implementing civic learning in your institution

● Drawn on the experiences of others in planning next 

steps

Agenda

I. Grounding & Introductions

II. Lessons and Resources from the Research

III. Lessons and Resources from the Field

IV. Lessons and Resources from One Another

V. Moving Forward



Four Corners
Let’s explore our experiences related to 

participating in and teaching about 
elections



• Youth voting has been 
declining for decades.

• Young people are apathetic.

MYTHS 



Presidential Elections Have Seen More Up and Down

Myth #1: Youth voting has been on a decline



While Midterm Youth Turnout Had Been Fairly Static, 
It Surged in 2018

Myth #1: Youth voting has been on a decline



Millions of Youth Are Engaged, Seeking Ways to Make 
Change

Exclusive Poll: Young People and the 2020 Election

Youth Ready to Seize 
their Power 

• 83% believe young people 
have the power to change 
the country

• 60% feel like they’re part of 
a movement that will vote to 
express its views

• 79% say the COVID-19 
pandemic has helped 
them realize that politics 
impacts their everyday 
lives

Youth Take to the Streets 

• 27% of young people say 
they have attended a 
march or demonstration 
in 2020

• Big increase from the 2016 
(5%) and 2018 elections 
(16%)

• Young women of color 
more likely to protest than 
other youth

Strong Preference for Biden 

• By a staggering 34-point 
margin, 58% of youth 
support Biden, compared to 
24% for Trump 

• Driven by youth of color; 
only 23 pt. margin among 
White youth

• 18% of youth say they 
would prefer to vote for 
another candidate
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• Young people ignore ways to participate 
and find out about elections.

• Young people choose not to vote.

Myths 



Young people hear about elections 
from a wide variety of sources

And trusted relationships matter a 
great deal

Myth #3: Young people ignore ways to find 
out about elections



“From #Parkland to the Polls: Teen Activism and Youth Voting in 2018”

https://circle.tufts.edu/latest-research/parkland-polls-teen-activism-and-youth-voting-2018


AND EVEN IN A YEAR WHEN YOUTH 
TURNOUT/ENGAGEMENT WAS HIGH

…YOUTH ARE UNDERMOBILIZED

…SOME YOUTH FACE MORE BARRIERS

WHO’S SYSTEMATICALLY LEFT OUT?

Myth #4: Young people choose not to vote



Contact Matters, but some are contacted more than others…

Campaigns didn’t reach as many potential 

new or newly eligible voters in 2018

18-19 year olds were less likely to be 

reached and cast ballots, especially those 

in high school

Young people not on campuses or without 

college experience are less likely to be 

contacted

Myth #4: Young people choose not to vote



Inequities in Information about 
Online Voter Registration

• 32% of youth said they did 
not know if online voter 
registration was available in 
their state

• Of those who ventured a 
guess, 25% of youth were 
incorrect.

• In effect, only half of youth 
could correctly identify 
whether online voter 
registration was available in 
their state

Lack of Information about 
Mail-In Voting

• Only 24% of respondents 
reported having voted by 
mail in a previous elections

• Only 78% have seen 
information about how to 
cast an absentee ballot

• 73% report that they would 
know where to go to find 
absentee ballot info

Black Youth and Youth of 
Color Hit Hardest

• Two-thirds of youth report 
that the pandemic has had a 
moderate or significant 
impact on them

• 37% said it has increased 
their daily responsibilities. 
Black youth more likely to 
say so

• Increased news attention 
during the pandemic and 
economic impacts are 
related to increased 
interest in political 
engagement

Clear Information and Accessible Opportunities Needed in 
2020

Exclusive Poll: Young People and the 2020 Election



● Before I thought… and now I think…

● I’m still wondering…

PAUSE...



The Power of the Youth Vote: 2016 Battlegrounds



Youth Electoral Significance Index

circle.tufts.edu/yesi2020

MAINE!



Youth Electoral Significance Index

MAINE!



County level youth turnout in 2016 ranged from 
46% to 59%



County level youth voter registration in 2016 
ranged from 54% to 73%



County level broadband access ranged 
from 40% to 100%



Young people with any college experience 
ranges at the county level from 34% to 67%



“Youth Who Learned about Voting in High School More Likely to Become Informed and Engaged Voters”

https://circle.tufts.edu/latest-research/youth-who-learned-about-voting-high-school-more-likely-become-informed-and-engaged


“All Together Now: Collaboration and Innovation for Youth Engagement”

“Youth Who Learned about Voting in High School 

More Likely to Become Informed and Engaged Voters”

https://circle.tufts.edu/sites/default/files/2020-01/all_together_now_commission_report_2013.pdf
https://circle.tufts.edu/latest-research/youth-who-learned-about-voting-high-school-more-likely-become-informed-and-engaged
https://circle.tufts.edu/latest-research/youth-who-learned-about-voting-high-school-more-likely-become-informed-and-engaged


Who do you need to convince that this 

work matters, and what of this data 

could help you in that persuasion? What 

other data would you like to see?

A Moment 

for Reflection



...to a WIDE DIVERSITY of youth?

MEANINGFULACCESSIBLEVISIBLE

How can conversations about and participation be…



A paradigm shift . . .
http://bit.ly/2OV8Fqp

“Growing”

Voters

TO

“Mobilizing”

Voters

FROM

http://bit.ly/2OV8Fqp




Many stakeholders can influence youth 
engagement, both positively and negatively…

Community 
Conditions

Local 
Voter 

Outreach

Civic 
Culture

Youth

Election 

Administrators

Neighborhoods

County or 

Municipal 

programming

Local nonprofit 

community/social 

service centers

Local Youth 

Organizations School Civic 

Climate

Teachers



Lessons & Resources

from One Another

1. What are you or your team already doing (programs, partnerships, lessons, etc.) to 

teach about elections and voting?

2. What else would you like to do?

3. What obstacles stand in your way? What resources or support or partners do you 

need?

Use the CHAT function to tell us:



CIRCLE.tufts.edu

CIRCLE@TUFTS.EDU



Introduction to the Teaching for Democracy Alliance



Introduction to the Teaching for Democracy Alliance





Moving Forward



Moving Forward
→ What’s ONE thing you will do to communicate 

to your faculty and staff that they have your 

support?



Moving Forward
→ What’s ONE thing you will do to communicate 

to your faculty and staff that they have your 

support?
youthdata.circle.tufts.edu



Moving Forward
→ What’s ONE thing you will do to find resources 

or prepare to teach about elections and voting?



Questions?

Learn more:
tischcollege.tufts.edu

circle.tufts.edu

Follow:
@TischCollege
@CivicYouth


